Multiserver operating systems have great potential to improve dependability, but, paradoxically, are paired with inherently more complex interprocess communication (IPC). Several projects have attempted to run drivers and extensions in isolated protection domains, but a systematic way to deal with IPC threats posed by untrusted parties is not yet available in the literature. IPC is fundamental to the dependability of multiserver systems.
IPC MUST BE DEPENDABLE
Multiserver systems have great potential to improve operating system dependability. By running untrusted code in separate protection domains, bugs are better contained than in monolithic systems. In addition, the modular designs provide better abstractions and debugging and development support. Regardless of the reasons for using a modular multiserver design, one important caveat is that services can no longer make direct function calls. Instead, the kernel provides IPC services that allow sequential processes to synchronize and communicate [8] . However, since software cannot be trusted to be correct [1, 5, 12, 26, 28] , this poses new challenges with respect to IPC threats caused by, for example, programming bugs, design and run-time faults, misconfigured extensions, or malicious intent.
To get an impression of what multiserver IPC entails, it is important to realize that seemingly simple system calls can cause intricate IPC patterns, and applications can perform thousands of system calls per second. In MINIX 3, for example, a read or write call may lead to over 25 IPC messages between the application, virtual file system, file server, disk driver, and kernel. Measurements on Mac OS X and OpenDarwin, which use the Mach IPC mechanism, reported 102,885 and 29,895 messages from system boot until the shell is available, respectively [27] . We conducted the same measurement on MINIX 3 and obtained a similar number of 61,331 messages. Another experiment with ls -alR in /usr/src yielded 68,973 messages, whereas wget minix3.org initiated 4,862 messages. Background activity, such as the random driver gathering entropy, caused 476 messages/sec-with one IPC call taking in the order of a microsecond, this costs less than 0.05% of the CPU.
The above examples constitute legitimate IPC, but without precautions, buggy senders and receivers (as shown in Fig. 1 ), can easily disrupt the system. Early tests on MINIX 3 already showed that the system could be deadlocked if a driver violated its IPC protocol [20] . More recently, faultinjection tests revealed other potentially fatal IPC operations, such as unauthorized IPC endpoints, bad message buffers and unexpected message contents. For example, one experiment in which we injected 1,000,000 randomly selected faults led to, among other things, 218,962 IPC calls denied by the IPC subsystem and 1,524,516 unexpected IPC requests for the kernel. The experiment is further detailed in Sec. 5. Important for now is that these faults would have wreaked havoc on the system if it were not for our protection mechanisms.
Threat Model
Before we present our exact threat model, we briefly introduce the reader to a generalized multiserver operating system model, shown in Fig. 1 . In such a design, applications and drivers are generally provided by untrusted third parties, whereas the core operating system servers and kernel tasks are assumed to be correct. Typical IPC interactions thus involve varying trust relationships, between both trusted and untrusted clients and servers. These trust relationships are representative for operating systems in general, including Windows, FreeBSD and Linux.
In particular, we define an IPC threat as any unintended IPC action that originates in a buggy component and that may disrupt the core operating system. For example, consider a buggy driver that does not respond to a request, sends the reply to the wrong party, or corrupts the message contents. Malicious drivers are outside the scope of this work, since they could do far more dangerous things such as wiping the entire disk. We are concerned with problems relating to (a) the IPC subsystem itself, (b) individual message delivery, and (c) group interactions with untrusted processes. Sec. 2 further classifies these IPC threats.
The focus of this work is IPC interactions with thirdparty drivers and extensions. Extensions not only can have intricate communication patterns with multiple parties, but also comprise up to 70% of the operating system code and have error rates 3-7 times higher than other Linux kernel code [3] . Driver code was shown to be responsible for up to 85% of the crashes in operating systems like Windows XP [25] . While multiserver systems potentially provide better isolation of untrusted code, the design of a dependable IPC architecture poses several challenges.
Basic IPC Principles
Several basic IPC approaches can be distinguished. First, synchronous IPC is a two-way interaction, where the initiating process blocks and waits for the other party. Only if both parties are ready, is the message copied or mapped from the sender to the receiver and both resume execution. Second, asynchronous IPC allows the caller to continue immediately by buffering the message. The IPC subsystem then delivers the message at the first opportunity on behalf of the caller. Both approaches may be combined with a timeout to abort the IPC call if it did not succeed within the specified interval. However, finding sensible timeout values is nontrivial, so zero or infinite timeouts are commonly used. The former is also referred to as nonblocking IPC; delivery is tried once and the status is immediately returned.
Looking at how IPC is implemented, we assume the IPC properties listed in Fig. 2 to be present. The stub code linked with the application puts the IPC parameters on the stack or in CPU registers and executes a trap instruction, causing a software interrupt that puts the kernel in control. The kernel is responsible for the actual message passing and guarantees the properties listed. For example, consider how reliable delivery, integrity and confidentiality of synchronous IPC are implemented: depending on the destination address' validity, either an error is raised or the message is copied or mapped to the party specified, but there is no middle ground. Atomicity and isolation are harder to achieve if the kernel is reentrant or multithreaded, but techniques to do so can be found in class room text books. 
IPC property Explanation

Performance Considerations
This work is not concerned with IPC performance because several research groups already have focused on optimizing IPC performance. For example, work on L4 showed how the costs of message passing can be reduced to a few microseconds by putting arguments in CPU registers, memory mapping, and minimizing cache-miss rates [9, 10, 18] . Furthermore, SawMill Linux [7] showed how trade-offs in the design of multiserver IPC protocols affect performance. For example, shifting functionality from servers to clients or data sharing helps to minimize context switches and copying. All these efforts have proven to be extremely helpful to increase the performance and usability of multiserver systems. It was shown, for example, that overhead of a multiserver system can be within 5% of a monolithic design [10] . Nevertheless, performance does not help increasing dependability, which we think is a more urgent problem to be solved in today's operating systems.
Contribution and Paper Outline
Motivated by the above examples and backed by several years of hands-on experience with multiserver operating systems, in this paper we address the design of a dependable IPC architecture. While several projects attempt to contain unreliable drivers [14, 17, 25] and others explicitly take driver exploits into account [2] , IPC threats posed by untrusted components have not yet been addressed. Some problems have been pointed out before [6, 15, 19, 22, 23] , but a thorough classification of all IPC threats is lacking in the literature (Sec. 2). Moreover, we recently identified two new vulnerabilities in synchronous IPC for which we present an extended asymmetric trust model (Sec. 2.2). Then we discuss the design of a dependable IPC architecture using MINIX 3 as a case study. We first present the design choices and trade-offs that led to the MINIX 3 IPC infrastructure (Sec. 3). Then we show how and why this infrastructure can be used safely in multiserver operating systems (Sec. 4). We also evaluate our design using fault-injection experiments on a prototype implementation (Sec. 5). Finally, we survey related work (Sec. 6) and present our conclusions (Sec. 7).
MULTISERVER IPC THREATS
Even if the IPC invariants listed in Fig. 2 are in place, there are still numerous IPC threats in multiserver systems. For example, a driver that sends arbitrary messages or violates the message passing protocol in another way may cause denial of service if countermeasures are lacking.
Classification of IPC Threats
We identified three orthogonal classes of IPC threats relating to (a) the IPC subsystem itself, (b) message delivery, and (c) group interactions with untrusted processes. This led to the classification shown in Fig. 3 and discussed below.
(a) IPC Subsystem: Exceptional IPC requests can potentially be used as attacks on the IPC subsystem itself (rather than on other processes) in the following two ways.
a1. Call parameters: The IPC call parameters passed by the user may be invalid. Typically this includes the IPC primitive, the message buffer and an IPC endpoint, but depending on the IPC infrastructure, other user input such as timeout values or IPC capabilities also have to be checked. Examples of wrong input include a disallowed IPC call, an invalid target address and a pointer to a message buffer outside a process' address space.
a2. Global resources: The use of global resources, such as message buffers, might lead to resource exhaustion when one or several clients collectively perform too many IPC requests. The IPC subsystem may run out of memory if message buffers are dynamically allocated. CPU exhaustion could occur if processing takes indefinitely. Misattribution of costs is one of the underlying causes [22] .
(b) Message Delivery: Although the IPC invariants of reliable delivery, trusted addressing and message integrity guarantee messages will be delivered to the destination specified, problems relating to message delivery still exist.
b1. Addressing: We identified three problems for IPC between two processes, A and B. First, A may not be authorized to access services of B and thus should not be allowed sending an IPC message. Second, a message may be send to the wrong party due to a mistake. Third, spoofing is a threat if IPC endpoints are not uniquely associated with actual services. For example, such semantics are lost in dynamically configured systems where services are started on the fly and may be assigned any endpoint. An IPC party may fake its real identity either by advertising itself as somebody else (receiver spoofing) or forging the source address in the IPC message (sender spoofing).
b2. Message contents:
The IPC subsystem only passes messages from one process to another and is not concerned with the message contents. If dynamic payload lengths are used, oversized messages might cause buffer overruns and lead to memory corruption if the receive buffer is too small. Furthermore, if processes are self-paged, the sender may be blocked if the receiver does not handle a page faults caused by messages that do not fit in the receive buffer [22] . Even if a message is successfully received, the recipient may be surprised by unexpected input from a buggy sender and not be able to handle the message. The message may contain, for example, a bad request or argument or the receiver may be in an incorrect state to handle the IPC.
(c) Group Interactions: Finally, multiserver IPC present the following IPC threats relating to group interactions in the face of unreliable and hostile senders and receivers.
c1. Flow control: The continuity of IPC traffic and represents message queuing and process scheduling problems rather than a fundamental IPC problem. Processes in a multiserver system generally run with a given scheduling pri-ority, which may cause priority inversion and starvation of low-priority processes [23] . A more interesting threat is denial of service, for example, by flooding a server in a coordinated attack [19] . This may lead to service degradation in other parts of the system or, if requests cause state to accumulate at the receiver, resource exhaustion.
c2. Caller blockage: When synchronous IPC is used, a process that wants to send a message may be blocked when the callee is not in the correct state to receive the message, and vice versa. This can have various causes. A deadlock can occur if processes that want to communicate with each other have a cyclic dependency and are all waiting for each other. Another problem is asymmetric trust relationships where the caller cannot be sure if the other party is willing to cooperate. Problems relating to untrusted clients that are not willing to receive a reply were already known [22] , but we recently identified two new vulnerabilities relating to device drivers acting as untrusted servers that are not listening or responding, as detailed in Sec. 2.2.
Extended Asymmetric Trust Model
Asymmetric trust was originally defined in the context of EROS as a relationship that "occurs whenever multiple client applications call a single server application," since an untrusted client may block a server using synchronous IPC [22] . However, this client-centric definition of asymmetric trust is not sufficient, since the problem of device drivers acting as untrusted servers is ignored. Although in-kernel drivers are trusted in EROS, this is not generally the case. In multiserver systems like MINIX 3 drivers run independently, and are, in fact, untrusted servers to components at a higher level. We have seen the fatal consequences in practice [20] . Therefore, we extend the asymmetric trust model to include both untrusted clients and untrusted servers. To the best of our knowledge, this threat has not been acknowledged in operating system context.
The precise threats relating to caller blockage due to un- trusted clients and untrusted servers that communicate using synchronous IPC are shown in Fig 4. Fig 4(a) shows a normal IPC roundtrip, in which a client sends a request and awaits the reply from the server. Fig 4(b) illustrates the original asymmetric trust model in which a client can blocked a server by not receiving the server's reply. Finally, Fig. 4 (c) and (d) give the two new vulnerabilities that we identified: a client can be blocked by an untrusted server that is not willing to receive a request or send a reply. Asymmetric trust is most important if one trusted party interacts with multiple untrusted parties in parallel. A client that depends on a server to make progress basically has to trust fully the server-since there is not much practical difference between blocking or unwittingly getting the wrong answer. However, if a single client happens to be a decoupling point and has a 1:N relationship with several untrusted servers, blockage on a single defective server cannot be tolerated. For example, consider the virtual file system (VFS) in Fig. 1 . One defective driver should not be able to hang the VFS and disrupt services provided by other drivers.
MINIX IPC INFRASTRUCTURE
Based on the above threat model, we have developed a dependable IPC architecture for the MINIX 3 multiserver operating system. This section discusses the rationale behind behind MINIX 3's design and briefly describes its IPC infrastructure. Sec. 4 discusses in detail how each of the IPC threats presented in Sec. 2 are countered.
Design Choices and Trade-offs
While searching for suitable building blocks for our IPC defenses, it soon became evident that the IPC threats relating to group interactions (Sec. 2.1, class (c)), and caller blockage due to asymmetric trust (Sec. 2.2) in particular, are most important for the high-level design. While the other IPC threats also must be dealt with, the possible countermeasures against unsafe group interactions are most influential on the implementation style. Defenses can be based on (1) language-based solutions, (2) IPC timeouts, (3) multithreading, or (4) asynchronous IPC. (Concrete systems using these approaches are discussed in Sec. 6.) Each approach comes with a certain complexity:
1. Language support can be used to verify formally that group interactions are safe. However, this approach comes with a complex tool chain and run-time system. Moreover, such high-level defenses, in the end, must be supported by a lower-level IPC infrastructure, such as the solutions below. 3. With multithreading a new thread can be spawned for handling IPC interactions with an untrusted party. This approach requires a more complex thread-aware IPC subsystem. Multithreading also introduces synchronization issues and may be susceptible to resource exhaustion when the system runs out of threads.
4. Asynchronous IPC designs avoid caller blockage by using nonblocking IPC whenever talking to untrusted parties such as drivers. This introduces complexity for maintaining message queues. It also requires a state machine-like programming model since request and reply messages do not necessarily arrive in order.
The IPC defenses in MINIX 3 are based on the fourth approach, asynchronous and nonblocking IPC. An important reason for selecting this approach is that it required only a few changes to the original IPC model found in MINIX 2: the asynchrony is only applied at a few well-defined decoupling points where (trusted) system servers have to communicate with (untrusted) device drivers. In particular, changes to the virtual file system (VFS) and network server (INET) were required, but most drivers remained unchanged. Moreover, VFS and INET are likely to remain stable over time, whereas drivers come and go with hardware changes. Now that MINIX 3 uses asynchronous IPC to deal with untrusted drivers, the VFS and INET servers have been reprogrammed as a state machine: after sending a driver request, they save the peer's state, return to the main loop in order to await the reply message (or a new request), and look up the caller's status if an IPC message comes in. This also facilitates recovery after a driver crash because pending requests can be replayed from the queue [13] .
Summary of IPC Infrastructure
We now briefly describe the IPC infrastructure implemented in MINIX 3.
IPC Primitives
The IPC primitives of MINIX 3 are summarized in Fig. 5 and support both synchronous, asynchronous, and nonblocking IPC semantics. The most basic primitives are the synchronous, blocking SEND and RE-CEIVE. The SENDREC primitive combines these primitives in a single call, doing a synchronous send following by an implicit receive. No buffering is required as the caller is automatically blocked until the message has been copied from the sender to the receiver. The remaining IPC primitives are nonblocking. NBSEND is a nonblocking variant of the synchronous SEND call that returns an error if the other party is not ready at the time of the call. ASEND supports asynchronous IPC with buffering of messages local to the caller. The caller is not blocked, but immediately returns, and the kernel scans the table with messages to be sent, promising to deliver the messages as soon as possible. Finally, the asynchronous NOTIFY supports servers and drivers in signaling events. The call is nonblocking and if the notification cannot be delivered directly, the kernel marks it pending in a statically allocated bitmap in the destination's process structure. Pending notifications of the same type are merged.
IPC Endpoints
In MINIX 3, each IPC endpoints uniquely identifies a single processes with respect to IPC. Endpoints are defined as 32-bit integers consisting of the process' 16-bit slot number in the kernel's process table and a 16-bit generation number. In order to disambiguate between processes that may (over time) occupy the same slot, the generation number is incremented every time a new process occupies a process table slot. Slot allocation is done round robin in order to maximize the time before endpoint reuse. (Note that we solely focus on buggy drivers and do not protect against malicious drivers attempting to overtake a IPC endpoint using a brute-force attack that quickly cycles through the 16-bit generation number space.) Moreover, in the event that a system server exits, all dependent processes will be immediately notified by the driver manager about the invalidated endpoint. This design ensures that IPC directed to an exited process cannot end up at a process that reuses a slot.
IPC Message Format
For reasons of simplicity, we use only small, fixed-length messages. The message type is defined as a structure with a fixed message header-consisting of an IPC endpoint and the message type-followed by a union of different payload formats to hold the message arguments. For all IPC primitives, the message source is reliably patched into the message by the kernel, whereas the sender can freely decide on the message type and payload. This way the receiver can always check who called.
To counter the argument that dynamic payloads are necessary [22] , we briefly introduce the reader to the safe copy scheme we use to exchange data that does not fit an IPC message. The process that wants to grant access to its memory, needs to create a capability specifying the base and size of the memory area (anywhere in the address space), the grantee's IPC endpoint, and whether reading, writing, or both is allowed. This capability resides in a table in the owner's address space and an index to it can be sent to other processes using ordinary IPC. A safe copy then is a capability-protected kernel call to copy data to or from the specified memory area. Since the kernel can access all memory, it can quickly check the capability before copying the data. Compared to dynamic payloads, the same functionality is realized, while maintaining the simplicity and reliability of fixed-size messages.
IPC Restriction Mechanisms
Since IPC is a powerful construct that should not be available to unprivileged tasks, we enforce two per-process restrictions. First, we restrict the set of IPC primitives (SEND, ASEND, etc.) available to each process. Second, we restrict which services a process can send to using send masks. In principle, send masks can be used to restrict the possible destinations for each individual IPC primitive, but policy definition in the face of multiple, per-primitive IPC send masks proved impractical. Therefore, send masks restrict the allowed IPC destinations regardless of the primitive that is used. Furthermore, send masks are defined as a symmetric relation; if A is allowed to send a request to B, B is also allowed to send the response to A. Receiving is not protected, since it is meaningful only if an authorized process sends a message. These protection mechanisms are implemented by means of compact bitmaps that are statically declared as part of the process table. This is space efficient, prevents resource exhaustion, and allows fast permission checks based on simple bit operations.
In addition, we have implemented deadlock detection to prevent infinite blockage. This is a structural, systemwide restriction that is enforced by the kernel at run-time. The IPC subsystem checks for cyclic dependencies in synchronous IPC interactions and returns an error to the caller that completes the cycle. The only nonfatal cycle is the common case in which two parties directly SEND and RE-CEIVE to each other. Deadlock detection is especially useful for debugging purposes, but is not practical to rely on in standard communication patterns. Therefore, the design of a deadlock-free message-passing protocol is still needed.
IPC DEFENSE MECHANISMS
With the necessary background provided by Sec. 3, we now discuss in detail the defense mechanisms of MINIX 3's IPC architecture. Fig. 6 gives an overview of IPC interactions for a representative set of components, as implemented in MINIX 3. Several IPC patterns stand out. For example, untrusted clients that request services from the virtual file system (VFS) or system task use a SENDREC rendezvous, whereas the response is always sent using nonblocking NBSEND. Furthermore, driver requests are sent using asynchronous ASEND, whereas drivers use synchronous SEND for the reply message. Finally, asynchronous NO-TIFY is used for system events such as hardware interrupts and timeout notifications. The following sections detail why and how and why these and other design choices safeguard the system's dependability for each class of the IPC threats discussed in Sec. 2. 
Defenses (a): IPC Subsystem
a1. Call parameters: All user input is checked for validity. Depending on the call, this concerns the IPC primitive, the IPC endpoint, message buffer or table with asynchronous messages. The validity of the IPC primitive is determined in a switch statement, which returns an error in the default case. The IPC endpoint is verified by checking that (1) the process number part points to a valid entry in the kernel's process 
Defenses (b): Message Delivery
a1. Addressing: Unauthorized access is prevented by using the IPC masks to restrict IPC destinations based on the principle of least authority. Ordinary applications, for example, are permitted to send to only the POSIX servers and nothing else. Each untrusted driver is associated with an isolation policy-a simple text-based configuration file that the administrator passes to the driver manager upon loading the driver--that lists its authorized IPC primitives and destinations. Upon loading a driver the driver manager maps the user-readable names in the policy to the low-level IPC endpoints (using the information kept in the name server) and informs the kernel about the driver's privileges. After loading the driver its label and IPC endpoint are also stored in the name server for future reference. The IPC restrictions are enforced at run-time using bitmap operations.
Spoofing is prevented because the IPC subsystem reliably puts the IPC endpoint of the sender in the IPC message. In addition, services can be identified using both compiletime and run-time information. The system servers that are running directly after booting the system, such as the POSIX servers, have fixed, globally known IPC endpoints. Endpoints of dynamically loaded extensions are published in a name server so that system servers can look up who is who. The name server exhibits publish-subscribe semantics, so that all dependent (registered) components are automatically notified about invalidated endpoints, for example, after a driver crash.
b2. Message contents: Problems due to oversized messages are structurally prevented, since our design uses only fixed-length messages. MINIX 3 also does not support selfpaging so that the sender cannot be blocked due to unhandled page faults. Upon receiving, the receive buffer is validated (as discussed above) before copying the IPC message.
Likewise, the kernel verifies that the message indeed is located in the data segment of the sender. If not, the IPC subsystem immediately returns an error in order to prevent memory corruption.
However, since the kernel is only concerned with passing messages and is not aware of the message contents, the receiver must implement its own checks for unexpected input. The send masks are augmented with restriction mechanisms internal to the servers in order to filter out unauthorized service requests. For example, the driver manager informs the kernel task about the individual request types permitted by the driver's isolation policy, whereas the driver manager bases its access control on the caller's UID. Message arguments are checked using a defensive programming style. The fault-injection experiments presented in Sec. 5 prove that these additional checks are crucial to catch unexpected IPC.
Defenses (c): Group Interactions
c1. Flow control:
Issues such as priority inversion and starvation cannot be countered by IPC infrastructure design, as discussed in Sec. 2.1, but are, in fact, message queuing and scheduling issues. MINIX 3 uses multilevel feedback queues (MLFQ) where processes on each of the priority queues are scheduled 'first in, first out' (FIFO). A process' priority is decreased whenever it consumes a full quantum, so that low-priority processes will also be scheduled in the end. Periodically, the priority of processes that do not run at their maximum priority are increased.
Denial of service is prevented, in part, by MINIX 3's MLFQ scheduler, which ensures all processes get scheduled. In addition, system servers such as the virtual file system (VFS) eliminate resource exhaustion by restricting clients to a single system call at a time. Repeated POSIX system calls are denied if a previous request is marked pending in the caller's process table entry at the VFS. This approach prevents resource exhaustion for calls where the VFS maintains state, such as read or write requests that are forwarded to the driver layer.
A related issue is an unresponsive driver that is not willing to receive IPC due to a bug rather than malicious behavior. This is dealt with by the driver manager, which replaces the driver with a fresh copy if it does not respond to periodic heartbeat requests [13] .
c2. Caller blockage: Deadlocks are prevented, in the first place, by the design of a safe message passing protocol. In most cases, IPC send masks could be used to restrict the IPC destinations permitted and structurally prevent cyclic dependencies. However, a small number of interactions with the virtual file system could not be protected in this manner due to its central role in the system. Although the kernel's deadlock detection mechanisms will be triggered if a faulty driver violates its protocol, such unexpected errors lead to complicated recovery strategies and should be prevented. Therefore, we augmented the safe message ordering with another deadlock-prevention strategy for the core system servers: in order to give hard structural guarantees we changed several interactions to asynchronous and nonblocking IPC, as discussed next.
Blockage due to asymmetric trust relationships (Sec. 2.2) is primarily prevented by using asynchronous and nonblocking IPC in the core system servers. In principle, untrusted clients (Fig. 4(b) ) can be dealt with by restricting clients to SENDREC, which does a roundtrip IPC and ensures the client is blocked waiting for the reply. This solution is too restrictive for drivers, however, since they need other IPC primitives as well. Therefore, servers always use the nonblocking NBSEND to reply and simply drop the reply if the other party is not ready. Interestingly, this forces clients to use SENDREC in order to prevent race conditions in receiving the response. Not doing so merely results in a waste of CPU time, but can never block the server.
Drivers acting as untrusted servers (Fig. 4(c,d) ) are a threat to the virtual file system and network server. Therefore, they are programmed as a state machine and send driver requests asynchronously (using the buffered ASEND), save the state, and return to their main loop. Here, an ordinary synchronous RECEIVE from ANY is done to await the reply from the driver or a new request from another client. This ensures that the servers can never block either when sending the request or receiving the reply. Drivers are minimally affected, although they must respond using synchronous IPC or asynchronous IPC, but not nonblocking IPC, or the reply might be lost due to a race condition. In practice, drivers use the synchronous SEND to reply, since their isolation policies do not allow using ASEND.
As discussed in Sec. 2.2, however, not all asymmetric trust relationships need special care. For example, protection against caller blockage for the mutually dependent file servers and block driver in Fig. 6 does not improve the system's overall dependability, since if the driver misbehaves, the file server becomes unusable in any case. Hence, we simply use SENDREC in the file server to talk to the driver. For interactions with the rest of the operating system, however, the group is treated as an untrusted entity.
FAULT-INJECTION TESTING
To evaluate our design we used software-implemented fault-injection (SWIFI), which show that the IPC architecture can effectively mitigate IPC threats posed by untrusted extensions. Our fault-injection test suite traces a running process and performs binary code mutations in its text segment at run-time. We have used an existing injector [21, 25] that works with address faults that change the source or destination register, pointer faults that change address calculation, interface faults that ignore a parameter given, faults that invert the termination condition of a loop, text faults that flip a bit in an instruction, and nop faults that elide an instruction. These fault types were shown to be representative for common operating system errors [4, 24] .
Experimental Setup and Workload
The experiment injected 1,000,000 faults of various types in order to test the system's IPC defenses. In particular, we used a Realtek RTL8139 Ethernet driver that was restricted by both the structural protection mechanisms and its isolation policy, which permits only synchronous IPC to selected IPC destinations. The driver was continuously servicing TCP requests to a daytime server on a remote host in order to ensure that the injected faults were triggeredcausing the driver to perform all kinds of unauthorized access attempts. In order to determine the effectiveness of our IPC defenses we instrumented the system with debugging output and inspected the system logs afterwards. We observed many different kinds of violations during the faultinjection tests, but focus on the IPC violations below.
Our experiments were conducted in an iterative process that led to a few design changes and various bug fixes in our prototype implementation. With respect to the IPC threats of class (a), two bugs in the IPC subsystem itself were detected (subclass (a1)). First, the driver used an invalid IPC endpoint, which went undetected and caused a panic. Second, a missing error condition allowed the driver using the nonblocking flag with the SENDREC call, which led to race condition if the callee was not yet receiving. We also experienced problems relating to class (b). Unauthorized IPC happened when the driver's isolation policy was not properly defined (subclass (b1)). Furthermore, minor problems relating to missing error checks on message contents had to be fixed (subclass (b1)). Finally, two problems occurred in class (c). A scheduling problem occurred when the driver manager's priority was set too low and heartbeats could not to detect a driver that winded up in an infinite loop (subclass (c1)). More importantly, a design change was needed to deal with asymmetric trust relationships (subclass (c2)). The virtual file system and network server were rewritten to use only nonblocking and asynchronous IPC and no longer can be blocked by a buggy driver [20] . The resulting system is able to withstand millions of fault injections.
Faults-Injection Results
The experiment that we report on below consisted of 10,000 fault-injection trials that each injected 100 randomly selected faults, adding up to a total of 1,000,000 faults. Fatal errors, such as MMU exceptions and internal panics, caused 8,607 driver crashes and an equal number of suc-cessful driver restarts, but the core system was never affected. Most errors did not crash the driver, however, so that it could repeatedly perform unauthorized operations. Our defenses against, for example, resource exhaustion and caller blockage, structurally prevented the problems relating to IPC threat classes (a2), (c1) and (c2), so these were never observed. However, inspection of the system logs provided overwhelming evidence for violations of classes (a1), (b1) and (b2) that rely on run-time protection. Fig. 7 shows that the IPC subsystem itself denied 218,940 IPC calls. Most problems concerned invalid parameters (class (a1)), but the driver's send mask also caught 1,260 unauthorized IPC destinations (class (b1)). Fig. 8 shows that the allowed IPC destinations rejected another 1,527,271 calls due to unsupported and unauthorized requests (class (b2)). Valid requests with bad arguments were excluded from this number, since they are not inherent to IPC and require defensive programming in any system. The large number of bad requests rejected by the kernel's system task (1, 524, 516 ) is because it is called all the time to perform privileged operations such as I/O and safe copies. The kernel call protection thus proved extremely useful.
Out of the 1,000,000 randomly injected faults for this experiment, no fault was able to harm the IPC subsystem itself or misuse the IPC services to disrupt other parts of the operating system. The fault injection also demonstrated the existance of the newly identified threat (extended asymmetric trust, Sec. 2.2) and MINIX 3's resistance to it. All in all, the tests show that MINIX 3's IPC defense mechanisms can be used as a foundation to build a dependable system. 
IPC
RELATED WORK
We are not aware of work that provides a comprehensive coverage of IPC threats and countermeasures in multiserver operating systems as we have done. While individual problems have been addressed [6, 15, 19, 22, 23] , a systematic approach towards dependability is lacking. Nevertheless, we discuss four different IPC designs below.
1. Interposition and Monitoring: Violating the trusted addressing principle discussed in Sec. 1.2, IPC interposition allows intercepting IPC traffic in a reference monitor in order to decide whether the IPC was permitted. Initially 'clans and chiefs' [19] were used, but this model fixed the access control policy in the microkernel and caused too much performance overhead. IPC redirection allows setting kernel redirections to provide efficient and flexible access control. Transparent monitors [15] extended this model in order to keep IPC over monitors fully synchronous. However, IPC interposition is mainly concerned with access control and cannot be used to address all of the IPC threats we identified. For example, untrusted servers (Fig. 4(d) ) are still a threat, since IPC is not delivered to the first monitor until the destination becomes ready to receive it [15] .
Multithreading and Timeouts:
The L4 microkernel is used in several multiserver systems, such as NIZZA [11] . The latest IPC design, part of L4.Sec [16] , manages access control by mapping send and receive capabilities into the address space of other threads. L4.Sec has a single, synchronous IPC primitive, SHORT IPC, with a send and receive phase. Each phase is optional and IPC roundtrips cannot be enforced. The caller remains blocked until either the timeout expires or the IPC call finishes. The message payload length is dynamic. Since L4 supports self-paging, a second timeout can be set to prevent caller blockage due to page faults. L4.Sec has multithreading-aware IPC and provides a control operation that allows one thread unblocking another thread blocked on IPC.
3. IPC Roundtrips and Truncation: EROS is a capability-based OS that provides transparent persistence. The system has a multiserver design with a limited asymmetric trust model where drivers are part of the kernel and thus trusted. EROS' capability-based protection is integrated with the IPC system to perform operations on objects. Access control is capability-based. An untrusted client that has a start capability to a server can invoke CALL to start a synchronous IPC roundtrip. The server can respond by invoking RETURN, which sends the reply and blocks until the next request arrives. There is no separate receive operation. A nonblocking SEND exists to support event notifications. Dynamic payloads are supported, but the message is truncated if the IPC causes a page fault.
Buffering and Language Support:
Recently, it was shown how Singularity uses the Sing# programming lan-guage to realize fast and reliable channel-based IPC [6] . Static verification of IPC is supported using state machinelike channel contracts defined by the programmer. Each contract specifies the message types a channel can carry as well as which state transitions are allowed. Sending is done asynchronously with buffer management done by the runtime system. Efficient data exchange is done by passing a pointer into the 'exchange heap' and transferring ownership. Receive operations are blocking and can be wrapped in a switch receive statement to specify which messages are desired. The IPC fails if the run-time system detects that the IPC is not allowed in the process' current state.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a comprehensive overview of IPC threats in multiserver systems and showed how they can be countered. The design of a dependable IPC architecture is a fundamental requirement for dependability, because components such as third-party drivers and other extensions cannot be trusted to respect the message passing protocol. Therefore, we presented a classification of IPC threats as well as an extended asymmetric trust model covering two new vulnerabilities in synchronous IPC.
We presented the IPC architecture that is used by MINIX 3 in order to systematically protect the operating system against each of the IPC threats. We explained the rationale behind our design, detailed the IPC infrastructure that we implemented, and discussed how and why this infrastructure can be used safely. Fault-injection experiments on a prototype implementation suggest that the proposed IPC defenses indeed can effectively mitigate the IPC threats posed by untrusted extensions and safeguard the dependability of multiserver operating systems.
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